AV Specs - Sentrum Scene – Oslo Norway
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PROJECTOR:
Panasonic PT-DW740ESJ, 1 chip DLP
• Brightness: 7000 lm
• Resolution: WXGA, 1280x800. Format: 16:10
• Contrast ratio: 2500:1  Throw ratio: 1.8-2.5:1
• Standard lens: XGA f1.7-2.0
• Optional lens: XGA, f2.5-4.0
• HDCP 1.2 compatible

Projector is mounted in fixed position on balcony edge over FOH

SCREEN:
7,32x4,11m white motorized frame in fixed position 3 m from downstage edge. Screen can be relocated to stage upstage truss. Screen relocation must be agreed in advance and generates a fee.

Screen control located at FOH and dimcity midstage left.

CONNECTIONS:
All connection is made through a Kramer Proscale VP-433 scaler located at FOH.
• One SDI located downstage left
• One SDI located FOH rack
• One HDMI located FOH rack
• One VGA located FOH rack
• One VGA local monitor output located FOH rack

PLAYERS:
One Pioneer Blu-Ray/DVD